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A random matrix approach to glassy physics is introduced. It leads to a class of models that exh
both glassy low-temperature phases and double- and single-well configurations in their potential ene
The distribution of parameters characterizing the local potential energy configurations can becomputed,
and differ from those assumed in the standard tunneling model and its variants. Still, low-temperatu
anomalies characteristic of amorphous systems are reproduced, and we are able to distinguish prope
which can be expected to be universal from those which cannot. [S0031-9007(97)03233-X]
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Glassy materials exhibit, at low temperatures, a num
ber of properties which are consideredanomalous in
comparison to those of their crystalline counterparts [1]
Examples are the roughly linear temperature dependen
of the specific heatCsTd [2] and the approximately qua-
dratic temperature variation of the thermal conductivity
ksTd [3] at T , 1 K, which are in contrast to theT 3 be-
havior of these quantities in crystals. Moreover, betwee
approximately 1 and 20 K, one observes a crossover
a T3 behavior of the specific heat and a plateau in th
thermal conductivity. The anomalies below 1 K appea
to beuniversalin the sense that they are shared by a larg
variety of amorphous systems, whereas between appro
mately 1 and 20 K a stronger dependence on properti
of the specific material appears. At still somewhat highe
temperatures, a certain degree of universality is again o
served, at least in thermal conductivity data [3].

It is the existence of a broad range of localized low
energy excitations which is generally held responsibl
for the aforesaid anomalies. The dominant mechanis
giving rise to excitations below 1 K is believed to be
tunneling in double-well potentials (DWP). This is the
content of the phenomenological standard tunneling mod
(STM) [4,5]. A different set of excitations in amorphous
systems can exist as localized vibrations in soft anha
monic single-well configurations of the potential energy
They have been postulated within the likewise phenomen
logical soft-potential model (SPM) [6,7] to describe the
physics also above 1 K. Either model requires specific a
sumptions concerning the distributions of its parameter
[4–6] to describe glassy physics at lowT .

The existenceof localized soft vibrations [8], and
DWPs [9] responsible for two-level tunneling systems
(TLS) has been convincingly established in molecula
dynamics studies of glassy systems. In [9], thestatistics
of the parameters characterizing the local potential energ
configurations was also investigated (within the confine
of a generalized SPM). Still, as of now, it is perhaps
safe to characterize both STM and SPM as providin
phenomenologicaldescriptions, based on assumptions
which, while plausible in many respects, are still lacking
support based on more microscopic approaches, such
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that of [10] for KBr:KCN mixed crystals. At the same
time they are widely used to explain and fit experimen
results. In particular, it has been argued [11] that t
STM could not really account for the considerab
degree of universality observed in glassy physics, a
numerical investigations on specific substances [8
can at best only partially elucidate this point. It wa
suggested [11] that universality in glassy systems wo
emerge only due to sufficiently long-rangeinterac-
tions betweenTLSs, an idea which has been taken u
in [12].

Recently, one of us has proposed a random-ma
model of a glass, which exhibits both an amorphous lo
temperature phase and a collection of double- (and sing
well configurations in its zero-temperature potential e
ergy surface [13]. The main motivation for that stud
was to formulate a bona fide model of an amorphous s
tem for which the statistics of local potential energy co
figurations becomes part of the world of thecomputable.
The result, taken as input for computing the influen
of tunneling excitations on the low-temperature prope
ties, was used to demonstrate that the model shares
low-temperature anomalies characteristic of glassy s
tems. Moreover, it was shown that one could also exh
relationsbetween low-T and high-T phenomena, e.g., be
tween the low-temperature specific heat and the value
the glass-transition temperature itself, and relate this,
turn, with features of the system at the microscopic lev
of description.

The purpose of the present Letter is,inter alia, to inves-
tigate the model beyond the two-level approximation
the quantum-mechanical treatment of its local excitatio
Thereby we find that it reproduces—without further as-
sumptions—also the characteristic bump as it is obser
in CsTdyT 3 plots of the specific heat. We can trace th
back to microscopicfeatures of our model, and we ar
able to address the universality question posed in [1
Our answer, in short, is that the ensemble of local pot
tial energies is itself a largely collective affair, and som
degree of universality may therefore be expected to a
without interactions at the level of quantized local exc
tations. We shall elaborate on these points below, a
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4067
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also try to situate our model in glassy physics, beyond t
specific assumptions embodied in it.

Let us restate the main ingredients of our model.
is based on the following ansatz for the potential ener
of N degrees of freedom (“particles”) forming a glasslik
system,

Upotsyd  2
1
2

X
ifij

Jijyiyj 1
1
g

X
i

Gsyid , (1)

in which yi may be interpreted as the deviation o
the ith particle from some preassigned position. Th
amorphous aspect is modeled by taking the first, harmo
contribution toUpot to be random,so that the reference
positions would generally turn out to be unstable at t
harmonic level of description. A set of anharmonic on
site potentialsGsyid is therefore added to stabilize th
system as a whole. We choose the harmonic part s
that the model can be analyzed exactly within mean-fie
theory, and the replica method is used to deal with t
disorder. Namely, we take theJij to be Gaussians with
meanJ0yN and varianceJ2yN, specializing toJ  1 to
fix the energy scale. For the on-site potential we choos

Gsyd 
1
2

y2 1
a
4!

y4. (2)

That is,G also creates a harmonic restoring force, and
varyingg we can tune the number of modes in the syste
which are unstable in the harmonic approximation. Oth
forms of Gsyd may be contemplated; our ability to solv
the model does not depend on the particular shape ofG.
The only requirement is that it increases faster thany2 for
largejyj for the system to be stable, and our choice is t
simplest respecting aZ2 symmetry.

The choice of random couplings in (1) puts our mod
outside the class of glass models in the narrow sen
In view of recent ideas concerning the fundamen
similarity between quenched disorder and self-induc
disorder as it is observed in glassy systems proper [1
it may still be argued that our choice should captu
essential aspectsof glassy physics. Models of this type
with different couplings and different choices forGsyd
have been studied in the context of analog neuron syste
[15,16].

In a mean-field setting, the system is described by
ensemble of effective single-site problems, characteriz
by potentials which, in replica theory, attain random p
rameters. Solving the model means to compute the d
tribution of parameters characterizing the local potent
energy configurations self-consistently, and this is pr
cisely what we were after: it can directly be translated in
the distribution of the parameters characterizing DWP
Taking this distribution as input of a tunneling model, w
were able tocompute,for instance, the contribution of the
tunneling states to the specific heat at lowT [13]. In
what follows, we shall go beyond the two-level tunnelin
approximation, and begin to explore the consequences

To analyze the potential energy surface, one compu
the (configurational) free energy of the system
4068
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fN sbd  2sbNd21 ln
Z Y

i

dyi expf2bUpotsydg (3)

and takes itsT  0 limit to eliminate entropic contribu-
tions, and to select one of the system’s (many) grou
state configurations, using replica theory to average o
the disorder so as to gettypical results. Standard argu
ments [17] givefsbd  limn!0 fnsbd for the quenched
free energy, with

nfnsbd 
1
2

J0

X
a

p2
a 1

1
4

b
X
a,b

q2
ab

2 b21 ln
Z Y

a
dya expf2bUeffshyajdg . (4)

Here

Ueff  2J0

X
a

paya 2
b

2

X
a,b

qabyayb 1
1
g

X
a

Gsyad

(5)

is a replicated single-site potential and the order para
terspa  N21

P
iky

a
i l andqab  N21

P
iky

a
i y

b
i l are de-

termined from the fixed point equations

pa  kyal, a  1, . . . , n , (6)

qab  kyaybl, a, b  1, . . . , n , (7)

in which k. . .l denotes a Gibbs average corresponding
the replica potential (5), and the limitn ! 0 is eventually
to be taken.

We have evaluated (4)–(7) in the replica symmet
(RS) [13] and the first step replica-symmetry breaki
(1RSB) approximations. In RS one assumespa  p for
the “polarization,” andqaa  q̂ and qab  q for a fi b
for the diagonal and off-diagonal entries of the Edwar
Anderson matrix. These are determined from

p  kkkkyllllz , C 

ø
1

p
q

dkyl
dz

¿
z

,

q  kkkkyl2lllz . (8)

HereC  bsq̂ 2 qd, andkkk . . . lllz denotes an average ove
a standard Gaussianz while k. . .l is now a Gibbs average
corresponding to the RS single-site potential

Ueffsyd  2hRSy 2
1
2

Cy2 1
1
g

Gsyd , (9)

with hRS  J0p 1
p

q z. The RS approximation thu
describes a Gaussian ensemble of single-site poten
Ueffsyd, with parametersp, q, and C which are deter-
mined self-consistently through (8).

The system described by (8) and (9) exhibits a tran
tion from an ergodic phase withp  q  0 to a glassy
phase withq fi 0 at some temperatureTg depending on
J0 and g; see Fig. 1. IfJ0 is sufficiently large, a tran-
sition to a polarized phase withp fi 0 may also occur.
The assumption of RS is not always correct. Repl
symmetry breaking (RSB) occurs at low temperatures
large g. The location of the instability against RSB
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FIG. 1. (a) Glass temperatureTg as a function ofg for
J0  0. (b) T  0 phase diagram in RS.E denotes theT  0
limit of the ergodic phase,G the glassy phase, andP a phase
with macroscopic polarization. The full line is the AT line.
Below the dot-dashed line is the region with DWPs. The sho
dashed line separates the glassy phaseG from the phaseP with
macroscopic polarization.

given by the de Almeida–Thouless (AT) criterion [18
1  b2kkksky2l 2 kyl2d2lllz . In the 1RSB approximation,
which is expected to constitute a major step towards t
full solution, Ueffsyd is of the same form (9), albeit with
hRS replaced byh1RSB  J0p 1

p
q0 z0 1

p
q1 2 q0 z1,

and C by C  bsq̂ 2 q1d, where we use standard nota
tion [17] for the entries of theq matrix. Along with a so-
called partitioning parameterm, they are determined from
a more complicated set of fixed point equations [17,19
Now z0 is a Gaussian, whereas the distribution ofz1 is
more complicated.

Interestingly, the system can also exhibit a collectio
of DWPs in itsT  0 potential energy surface. That is
for suitable external parameters, some of theUeffsyd have
DWP form. From (2) and (9) it is clear that the condition
for this to occur isgC . 1; this region is marked DWP in
Fig. 1(b). DWPs exist for not too largejhRSy1RSBj, and the
rt-
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,

distribution of their characteristic parameters derives fro
the Gaussian nature ofz [the joint sz0, z1d-distribution in
the 1RSB case] and can becomputed. These are barrier
heightV , asymmetryD, distanced between the wells, and
the tunneling matrix elementD0  h̄v0 exps2ld, with
l  ds2m0Vyh̄2d1y2, v0 a characteristic frequency (of the
order of the frequency of harmonic oscillations in the tw
wells forming the DWP), andm0 the effective mass of
the tunneling particle. For largerjhRSy1RSBj, the Ueffsyd
exhibit only single-well forms.

In contrast to the main assumption of the STM th
D and l are uncorrelated withPsD, ld . P0, we find
D and l to be strongly correlated; both are functions o
one random variablehRSy1RSB in RSy1RSB, respectively,
a feature which persists at all finite levels of RSB. B
the same token, SPM expansion coefficients ofUeffsyd
are correlated. The correlations betweenl and D and
likewise those between the SPM coefficients can be we
ened (butnot eliminated) by introducinglocal random-
ness, i.e., by making eitherg or other parameters of the
on-site potentialsi dependent in a random fashion. It ha
been demonstrated in [16] that our model remains so
able with these modifications. The RS distributionsPsld
andPsDd have been presented in [13]. Both have sing
larities at their upper boundary, the former an integrab
divergence, the latter a cusp singularity.

Even thoughPsD, ld is different from what is assumed
in the STM, we find that the contribution of the tunnelin
excitations to the specific heat exhibits an extended ran
of temperatures where it scales linearly withT . By
solving the Schrödinger equation of a particle movin
in the potentialUeffsyd and by computing the specific
heat beyond the two-level approximation, we obtain a
bump in aCsTdyT3 plot (Fig. 2), as it is typically also
observed in experiments. Itsmicroscopicorigin is related
to “harmonic” excitations in DWP and SWP structure

FIG. 2. Low-T specific heat in theG phase for g  10,
and J0  0 in the RS (full line) and 1RSB (broken line)
approximation. Note that the location of the bump atTb .
6 3 1023Tg is reasonable for many glasses, e.g., fora-SiO2
this would correspond toTb . 8.6 K.
4069
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whose frequency depends only weakly onhRSy1RSB, thus
D, and which gives rise to a peak in the density of stat
(DOS). For DWPs with larger asymmetries, the role o
tunneling is, indeed, mainly to prevent level crossings
these harmonic excitations asD is varied.

Within our model there is a clear distinction betwee
the local Gsyid contributions toUpot and theglobal ones
mediated by theJij . It is the influence of the latter which
makes the ensemble of local potential energy configur
tions a collectiveaffair and which can thus be regarded
as a source of universality of glassy low-temperatu
physics. The effect of theJij on theUeffsyid is to produce
a linear term2hRSy1RSBy, which creates a broad range o
asymmetries and thereby a nearly constant contribution
the DOS at low energies, and a renormalization of th
harmonic contribution through2 1

2 Cy2, which is respon-
sible for the very occurrence of DWPs. Conversely, loc
properties embodied inGsyd are mainly responsible for
the harmonic excitations creating peaks in the DOSon top
of the unstructured part. These cannot be expected to
universal, which fits rather nicely with the experimenta
observation that both the bump in theCsT dyT3 plot and
the corresponding plateau inksT d (presumably created by
resonant scattering of phonons from these harmonic ex
tations) do show a stronger material dependence. It is n
unreasonable to assume that such a distinction betwe
local and global contributions toUpot can be made for
real materials as well (perhaps with randomness in the
cal contribution), the long-range global one being, e.g.,
elastic origin. Interestingly, on introducing local random
ness such as nondegenerate distributions for theg, we
have obtained slightly superlinear low-T specific heats,
with exponents ranging between 1 and approximately 1
[19], which fits nicely with experimental observations. I
is currently under systematic study. As mentioned abov
local randomness will also weaken the perfect correlatio
betweenl and D which is also desirable in view of the
experimental situation [1].

From the nearly constant DOS at low energies w
can determine the constantP0 [1]. For parameters as
in Fig. 2, we findP0 . 6 3 1023skBKd21yatom in RS
(approximately half this value in 1RSB), which is roughly
3 orders of magnitude too large for most glasses. Wh
this may be regarded as a deficiency, we believe tha
does not invalidate our approach (no tuning of paramete
whatsoever has yet been attempted) but rather that it m
be used to guide further detailed modeling: again, loc
randomness turns out to be a possible cure.

We have proposed and solved a simple model whi
exhibits both an amorphous low-temperature phase, a
a collection of DWPs and SWPs in its potential energ
landscape, and which reproduces characteristic glassy
temperature anomalies, though, as a model based
localized degrees of freedom it cannot be expected
present a faithful picture in all details of the ergodi
(liquid) phase. Also, we do not presently regard ou
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model as providing a realistic description of speci
substances but rather as representative for a new
promising way of looking at glassy physics—at lo
temperatures and beyond. For instance, models of
type proposed will also exhibit interestingdynamical
properties at or near their glass temperatureTg and
possibly throughout their glassy phase, which might
investigated, e.g., along the lines of [20]. Finally, w
believe that our approach does hold the potential
eventually including realism; the search for good mod
has only just begun.
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